C 7 TRADERS

VANUATU LIMITED

TERMS & CONDITIONS

C 7 TRADERS DEPOSIT
BONUS PROMOTION

The scope of engagement of C 7 Traders is restricted to providing an online platform to facilitate
its account holders and customers to engage in trading in margined financial instruments as
principal. For the avoidance of doubt, C 7 Traders does not enter into trades in margined financial
instruments for and/or on behalf of any of its account holders or customers.
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All rights in patents, copyrights, design rights, trademarks and other intellectual property rights (whether registered or unregistered)
relating to this information remain vested in us or our licensors. You will not copy, interfere with, tamper with, alter, amend or modify
any parts or parts thereof unless expressly permitted by us in writing, reverse compile, nor purport to do any of the same or permit
any of the same to be done, except in so far as such acts are expressly permitted by law.
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C 7 TRADERS DEPOSIT BONUS PROMOTION T&C

The present Agreement is made between C 7 Traders (hereinafter referred to as “the Company”) and
the Client.The Parties hereby agree as follows:
A. GENERAL
1.

C 7 Traders is a Forex broker licensed and authorised by the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission (“VFSC”) in Vanuatu
under the License Number: VFSC 14590 (hereinafter called the “Company”).

2.

The “Deposit Bonus Promotion” Terms and Conditions is an extended part of the ‘C 7 Customer Agreement” and
provisions set herein are considered as an annex of all C 7 Traders Terms and Conditions.

B. ELIGIBILITY
1.

In order to be eligible for this Promotion, the Client must satisfy all of the following requirements:

1.1

The client must not be performing trades via Expert Advisors, local trade copier, copy trading, or any form of automated
trading. The Company retains its sole discretion in deciding whether a client falls into this category. Should the client be
found guilty of such an act, the bonus will be removed immediately.
The Client must have authorised the application personally to C 7 Traders for Promotion.
The Client must provide true and accurate details and KYC information in connection with this Promotion, including
without limitation the Client’s contact details.
The Client must not be an employee, partner or affiliate of C 7 Traders.
The Client must never have had participated in Abusive Behavior (as defined in Paragraph 2 below) in relation to any other
offer or promotion made by C 7 Traders.
The Client must not be associated with any person who participated in Abusive Behavior (as defined in Paragraph 2 below)
in relation to any offer or promotion made by C 7 Traders.
One unique IP address and unique Identification Card per Client.

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
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4.

Participation of “Affiliated Individuals” in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion” is prohibited. “Affiliated Individuals” refer to any
person or entity bearing a relationship with any client in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion”, including without limitation:
a)		

Family members

b)
		
		
		

Person or entity, whom any client in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion”, directly or indirectly through one or 		
more intermediaries, controls, or whom, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, is 		
controlled by, or is under common control with any client in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion”.

C. OFFER
1.

C 7 Traders is willing to provide a 50% Deposit Bonus Promotion (the ‘Offer’) to its Clients, subject to the terms and
conditions contained in the present document.

2.

50% on the amount of their first or subsequent deposit that is made in their live trading account(s) with the Company,
provided that the maximum amount of such trading bonus awarded to any particular Eligible Client will be limited to a
maximum amount of 500 USD per Eligible Client per ID.

				
Deposit

Calculation

Bonus

Final Deposit

500 USD

50% of 500 USD

250 USD

750 USD

1,000 USD

50% of 1,000 USD

500 USD

1,500 USD

2,000 USD
			

50% of 2,000 USD

500 USD Capped

2,500 USD

D. CONCLUSION

2.

This Promotion, with the retention of the Promotion by the Client, is conditional upon the Client complying with the
following conditions at all times:

1.

Please note that it may take up to 2 working days before any bonus is added to the account of an Eligible Client who meets
all the criteria set forth herein.

2.1
2.2

The Client acts in good faith in relation to this Promotion.
The Client does not participate in any abuse, improper conduct, attempt abuse or improper conduct (together, ‘Abusive
Behavior’).
Abusive Behavior includes the following:
2.3.1
Any person acting on behalf of a Client failing to have due and proper authority to give instructions on behalf
		
of a Client.
2.3.2
Failing to respond to an email for a period of 15 days or more.
2.3.3
The Client, by him/herself or acting with others (including an Introducing Broker), establishing a 			
		
trading position or positions which have the purpose or effect of extractive the credit provided, and/or 		
		
the profits generated by the Deposit Bonus, without exposure to economic risk, including without limitation
		
loss of the Deposit Bonus or the Client’s capital (or the capital of others)

2.

The ‘Deposit Bonus Promotion” applies to all clients who open live trading account(s) with the Company in accordance
with the rules set herein and granted trading bonuses may be used for trading purposes only and cannot be withdrawn.

3.

Any withdrawal of funds from an Eligible Client’s live trading account(s) will cause the removal of the trading bonus
proportionate to the withdrawal amount.

2.3

2.4

3.
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Any indication or suspicion, in the Company’s reasonable discretion, of any form of arbitrage (including but not limited to
risk free profiting), abuse (including but not limited to client’s trading activity patterns that indicate that the client solely
aims to benefit financially from the trading bonus without being interested in trading in the markets and/or taking market
risk), fraud, manipulation, arbitrage connected to a trading bonus or any other forms of fraudulent activity, will nullify all
previously credited trading bonus and/or any and all transactions carried and/or profits or losses garnered there in. In such
circumstances, the Company reserve its right to close/suspend such client’s trading account and cancel all orders and annul
all profits. The Company shall not be liable for any consequences of the trading bonus cancellation, including but limited to
orders closed by stop out.

Deposit

1,000 USD

Trading Bonus
Awarded

Balance

Withdrawal Amount

500 USD

1,500 USD

750 USD
(50% of 1,500 USD)

4.

Internal transfer of trading bonus is prohibited.

5.

The Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion:
a)
b)
		
c)
d)
		
e)
		

The Company, at its absolute discretion, offers the “Deposit Bonus Promotion” to any Client(s) and/or any countries/
regions, as it deems appropriate and for as long as the Company deems to provide it.
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Amount of
Trading Bonus
Removed
250 USD
(50% of 500 USD)

To reject on boarding any client in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion”; and
Disqualify any client in the “Deposit Bonus Promotion” who tampers or attempts to tampers with the 		
operation or “C 7 Traders Customer Agreement” Terms and Conditions set forth.
To stop the offering of the “Deposit Bonus Promotion” to any of its clients, without explanation.
Change or discontinue the “Deposit Bonus Promotion” scheme at any time. Such notice will be given to 		
clients through Website and/or Social Media.
Under no circumstances shall the Company be liable for any client’s stop out losses as a result of removal or
cancelation of trading bonus.
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6.

By opening a live trading account during the term of this Promotion, the Client acknowledges that he/she has read and
agreed to be bound by the Terms and Conditions in this document and C 7 Traders Customer Agreement during live
account opening.

7.

The Client acknowledges that Forex and CFDs are leverage products which involve a high level of risk.When trading in such
products, the Client understands that it is possible to lose all of his capital or more.These products may not be suitable for
everyone and the Client should ensure that he understands the risks involved. The Client should seek independent advice
if necessary.

8.

C 7 Traders may require the Client to provide additional documentation as the Company deem fit and necessary in order
be satisfied as to the Client’s identity prior to crediting any bonus to the Client’s trading account.

9.

This Terms and Conditions are made in English. Any other language translation is provided as a convenience only. In the case
of any inconsistency or discrepancy between the original English text and its translation into any other language, as the case
may be, the original version in English shall prevail.

10.

This promotion is not available to accounts copying C 7 Traders In-House Signal Providers. Should bonus amount be
credited before the commencement of copying, the bonus will be automatically removed during the tagging of account to
Signal Provider.

11.

The Terms and Conditions of this Promotion is dated on 12 December 2017.
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C 7 Traders Vanuatu Limited
Govant Building, PO BOX 1276,
Port Vila, Vanuatu

T: +44 20 8144 8737
F: +44 20 3318 2803

C 7 Traders London Ltd.
27 Old Gloucester Street,
London,
WCIN, 3AX

T: +44 20 8144 8737
F: +44 20 3318 2803

Shanghai Branch
696 Wei Hai Lu 2nd Floor,
Jingan Qu, Shanghai Shi, China

T: +86 013 120801975
QQ: 3401966780
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